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having been thus tormented in Heaven a whole day,—
which seemed to her longer than our years,— the
night having come, she had felt herself roused, near
the beginning of her sleep; that a certain person,
moved with compassion for her, had broken her
bonds and chains, and had shown her, at one side, a
deep valley which descended into the earth, and
which led into that place of delights whither the
souls of the infidel Hurons go; that from, afar she
had seen their villages and their fields, and had heard
their voices, as of people who dance and who are
feasting. But she had chosen to return into her
body, as long as was necessary to warn those who
were there present of such terrible news, and of that
great misfortune which awaited them at death, if
they continued to believe in the impostures of the
French.

This news was soon spread [47] everywhere; it
was believed in the country without gainsaying. At
saint Joseph, it was made to come from the Chris-
tians of la Conception; in the Village of la Concep-
tion, it was said to come from St. Jean Baptiste; and
there it was reported that the Christians of saint
Michel had discovered this secret, but that we had
corrupted, by many presents, those who had seen it
with their own eyes, and that they had not dared to
tell it except to some of their intimates. In a word,
it was an article of faith for all the infidels, and even
some of the Christians almost half believed it.

Thereupon, wonders were told; and, in order to
confirm this truth more substantially, they said that
in reality the place of the fire is not the center of the
earth, but rather the Sky, to which we see fires and
flames ascend. They added that the Sun was a fire,


